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SoK: TEE-Assisted Confidential Smart Contract
Abstract: The blockchain-based smart contract lacks
privacy, since the contract state and instruction code are
exposed to the public. Combining smart-contract execution with Trusted Execution Environments provides an
efficient solution, called TEE-assisted smart contracts
(TCSC), for protecting the confidentiality of contract
states. However, the combination approaches are varied, and a systematic study is absent. Newly released
systems may fail to draw upon the experience learned
from existing protocols, such as repeating known design
mistakes or applying TEE technology in insecure ways.
In this paper, we first investigate and categorize existing
systems into two types: the layer-one solution and the
layer-two solution. Then, we establish an analysis framework to capture their common aspects, covering desired
properties (for contract services), threat models, and
security considerations (for underlying systems). Based
on our taxonomy, we identify their ideal functionalities,
and uncover fundamental flaws and challenges in each
specification’s design. We believe that this work would
provide a guide for the development of TEE-assisted
smart contracts, as well as a framework to evaluate future TCSC systems.
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1 Introduction
Smart contract was originally introduced by Szabo [1] and further developed by Ethereum [2] in the
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blockchain systems. The blockchain-based smart contracts [3–5] adopt Turing-complete scripting languages
to achieve complicated functionalities [6] and execute
the predefined logic through state transition replication over consensus algorithms to realize final consistency. Smart contracts enable unfamiliar and distributed participants to fairly exchange without trusted
third parties, and are further used to establish a uniform approach for developing decentralized applications
(DApps [7]). However, blockchain-based smart contract
lacks confidentiality. The state information and the instruction code are completely transparent [8–10]. Any
states with their changes are publicly accessible and
all users’ transaction data and contract variables are
visible to external observers. Without privacy, building advanced DApps that rely on the user’s sensitive
data becomes a challenge [11–14]. For instance, smart
contracts in Ethereum [2] cannot be directly applied to
Vickrey auction [15, 16] or e-voting systems [17, 18],
where the bid and vote require to be hidden from the
public. Moreover, DApps without privacy protection
might be prohibited by European Union because they go
against the General Data Protection Regulation [19, 20].
Thus, the complete transparency of smart contracts constrains their wide adoption. Recently, researchers have
explored many cryptographic solutions to solve these
issues, including utilizing techniques of zero-knowledge
proof (ZKP) [12, 21–25], homomorphic encryption (HE)
[26] and secure multiparty computation (MPC) [27].
However, these approaches are merely applicable to applications requiring simple computations.
Moving complex computations into secure hardware
can provide applications with privacy as well as good
performance. The use of the trusted execution environments (TEEs) [28–32] becomes thus a general-purpose
solution for confidential smart contracts. The TEE is a
new feature provided by recent commodity processors.
It has the ability to provide secure environments for running contract code in isolation while guaranteeing execution integrity and state confidentiality. For instance,
Intelr Software Guard Extension (Intelr SGX) [33–36]
allows a user to create a secure area called enclave. Afterwards, the user unitizes the remote attestation protocol to prove to remote parties that the applications
are indeed running inside an enclave. Then, the enclave
establishes a secure channel to communicate with remote hosts, where the messages are encrypted. In this
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way, SGX runs trusted codes in an enclave and uses the
CPU hardware to prevent attackers from seeing or tampering with sensitive data. Such a technique provides
the high-level security for inside processes to resist attacks against outside software, even the most privileged
instruction from the operating system. As a promising alternative, various smart contract platforms taking
advantages of TEEs have been proposed, especially by
companies working on consortium blockchain platforms,
such as Alibaba CONFIDE [37], Visa’s LucidiTEE [38]
and China’s official CHANG’AN Chain [39, 40].
Although various TCSC protocols have been proposed, newly released projects may fail to draw upon
the experience learned from existing protocols, such
as repeating known design mistakes or applying cryptography in insecure ways. For example, an absence
of economic incentives will pose security risks and decrease the protocol’s stability. However, the recentproposed TCSC scheme Hybridchain [41] repeats similar pitfalls by simply combining the TEE with a permissioned blockchain network, omitting considerations
on the miner’s incentive mechanism. The repeating of
pitfalls comes from twofold. Firstly, in-the-wild projects
differ from one to another, and a relatively unique model
is absent, which narrows the developers’ vision. Meanwhile, a unified evaluation framework is missing, causing
many security threats to be uncovered and resulting in
considerable loss from applications underpinning the execution of confidential smart contracts. This paper aims
to abstract a high-level framework to simply and clearly
systematize knowledge on current TCSC schemes. We
attempt to capture some commonalities among these
projects regarding their features, properties, and potential security vulnerability. We believe that establishing evaluation criteria to measure features and identify
problems and flaws of existing TCSC protocols will offer a good guide for industry communities and promote
the DApps prosperity. Main contributions (a visualized
guideline in Fig.2) are:
– We provide a systematization of existing TCSC systems driven from academic work and in production
projects. Based on their operating mechanisms and
ways of combination, we investigate and categorize a
set of typical protocols into two main classifications:
the layer-one solution and the layer-two solution.
– We establish a unified evaluation framework for confidential smart contract systems. We consider two
parts: the smart contracts used as services, and
underlying supported blockchain systems. Accordingly, the framework covers three aspects: desirable
properties for contract services, threat model and se-
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curity consideration for underlying systems. Specifically, we discuss two different types of desirable
properties: typical properties that inherit from traditional smart contracts and featured privacy-related
properties. Then, we emphasize practical issues,
pitfalls, and remedies in designing TEE-assisted
blockchains from four aspects (host/TEE/program
securities and key management services).
We conduct a comparative analysis of existing protocols based on our evaluation framework. We discuss systems both from their common designs (system classification, threat model) and distinguishing
features (designs, properties). The common designs
show us the consistent idea when re-designing the
system, while the distinguished features highlight
the ingenuity of each system design that deviates
from others (see Tab.3/Tab.4).
We further give a comprehensive discussion of current designs and implementations, including a running example, comparisons between layer-one and
layer-two systems from the perspectives of security,
efficiency and easy-adoption, and common issues on
public verifiability. Unfortunately, a mature design
is still not ready for large-scale applications. We
thereby point out research challenges in this field,
wishing to give insights for communities on defining
their models and discovering possible solutions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec.2 gives
a high-level introduction on how to operate a confidential smart contract inside TEEs. Sec.3 provides the
systematization methodology (system classification and
evaluation framework). Layer-one and layer-two systems are analysed in Sec.4 and Sec.5. Discussions are
provided in Sec.6. Research challenges are summarised
in Sec.7. Finally, Sec.8 gives concluding remarks. Supplementary details are stated in Appendix A-D.

2 A Lightning Tour
This section gives a high-level description and offers
a running example to illustrate how a typical confidential smart contract operates.

2.1 Overview
Invocation. In current blockchain systems, once a contract is deployed successfully, the initial state and
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operational code are replicated to distributed nodes.
The state transition must be based on an external
message call that is represented as a transaction Tx
sent from a user. The TEE-assisted confidential contract, as a special type of smart contract, inherits
the state-triggering mechanism. The major difference
between confidential contracts and original protocols
lies in whether a transaction has to carry the ciphertext cu encrypted by the TEE’s public key.

Invocation

Computation

Consensus

Response

Blockchain
state request

Transaction

( cb )

TEE

confidential state
( cb’ )

confirmed state
( cb’ )

( cu )

Fig. 1. TEE-assisted confidential smart contract workflow.

Computation. Once receiving an invocation request
(Tx with an encrypted argument of cu ) from the
user, a TEE decrypts the ciphertext cu and loads the
contract source code and current encrypted contract
state cb fetched from the blockchain. Then, the TEE
decrypts the state cb using a TEE service key, executes the contract logic, and outputs an execution
result mb . Afterwards, the TEE encrypts mb with a
specific user’s public key and obtains the ciphertext
c0b . Next, the TEE sends c0b to the blockchain network.
Consensus. After obtaining the encrypted state c0b carried by Tx, the consensus algorithm starts to reach
an agreement over distributed nodes. In particular,
when a blockchain node receives a newly mined block,
it will re-execute all transactions inside the block.
When a majority of consensus nodes receive the same
block and re-execute included transactions, the state
c0b with its carrier Tx is deemed to be confirmed and
becomes immutable.
Response. The blockchain returns the final state c0b
and corresponding transaction Tx to the user, and
this user decrypts the ciphertext c0b with obtaining
the final state. Here we emphasize that, even if the
state c0b is publicly accessible, only the user who owns
the private key can obtain the final plaintext.
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2.2 Running Example
From a bird’s eye view, a TCSC can be used as
an ideal contract-based black box [42] with secrecy and
correctness. This idea has been adopted by several advanced security protocols [43, 44]. We provide a secret
e-voting example borrowed from Oasislabs [45].
In this example, the number of voter’s choices is
not allowed to be revealed until the voting is finished.
Meanwhile, the voter does not want other participants
to know her choice. A high-level overview is: a voter
calls the contract inside TEEs by sending a transaction with an encrypted argument cu . Next, the TEE
decrypts the argument cu and decrypts the current encrypted state cb using the service key (see Tab.5 and
Fig. 5 in Appendix A). Afterward, TEE confidentially
executes the voting logic and correspondingly returns
m0b . Then, the TEE encrypts m0b as c0b , and sends c0b to
the blockchain. Eventually, the voter fetches the final result c0b from blockchain and decrypts it with her private
key to obtain the voting result voteresult (Tab.1).
Table 1. Data workflow of an e-voting protocol based on
TEE-assisted confidential smart contracts.
Stage

Voter

Invocation

votedata → cu ;
cu → Tx

Computation

Blockchain
cb ;

cu → data;
cb
→
mb ;
data, mb → m0b ;
m0b → c0b ;

Consensus
Response

TEE

Tx → B;
c0b → B;
c0b → voteresult

A TCSC can be well qualified for the role of decentralized vote manager in an e-voting system [17, 46].
Once a contract-based manager is deployed successfully,
the voting logic is loaded into a TEE and corresponding secret keys are privately generated and stored inside
TEEs. The encrypted state is then confirmed by the
blockchain nodes. This offers the e-voting protocol with
confidentiality, neutrality, auditability and accountability. Firstly, the voter’s input cu is encrypted, and intermediate parameters (e.g., mb ) are privately processed
through TEEs. External attackers cannot obtain the
knowledge of sensitive information, and thus the confidentiality is achieved. Secondly, the predefined voting
logic only occurs in the decentralized network when cer-
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3 Systematization Methodology
To find common aspects (e.g., offered functionality,
design model, adversary model), we extract recurring
design patterns from publicly available publications and
projects, focusing on systematization and evaluation of
desirable properties (the main target of TCSC) and potential pitfalls of underlying systems. Our systematization methodology follows the idea in [47]: classification
and evaluation. We first make a classification for current
systems and then define a framework to evaluate them.

3.1 System Classification
We classify the existing systems into two main categories: layer-one solution (L1 ) and layer-two solution
(L2 ). The layer-one solution executes the contract inside a TEE in the blockchain, requiring every blockchain
node to equip a TEE. Instead, the layer-two solution decouples contract computations from the blockchain. It
performs most of the smart contract computations offchain. For a clear understanding, we make a comparison
of the original blockchain (e.g., Ethereum), L1 solution,
L2 solution. As in Tab.2, Ethereum runs smart contracts
(in EVM) and consensus procedures in the same machine of distributed nodes. All the contract and transaction operations are publicly verifiable due to their total
transparency. The layer-one solution performs such operations (contract execution and consensus) in the same
machine, but contract operations are separate from con-

sensus procedures. In contrast, the layer-two solution
makes both of them operate independently. Contracts
are executed outside the blockchain network, while the
consensus happens inside each node.
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Table 2. A comparison of Ethereum, L1 and L2 solution

Et
he

tain conditions are satisfied, bringing neutrality for the
access control management. Thirdly, if a voter wants to
vote for a candidate, she needs to in advance build a
channel to the TEE and then send a transaction Tx to
call the contract. Due to the protection of encrypted
channels, transaction arguments are kept secret. Meanwhile, such invoking records in the form of transactions
remain visible and will become immutable, ensuring the
voting process accountable. Unfortunately, verifiability,
as one of fundamental properties, performs not smooth
in the context of encryption. Contracts that are executed inside TEEs make the execution procedures lack
public verifiability. Only the nodes who install TEEs
with correct corresponding keys can verify the correctness of contract executions. However, the metadata of
the transaction Tx retains unencrypted, making it possible to verify the absence of double spending.
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EVM and consensus in same machine

3

3

7

EVM and consensus in same TEE

-

7

7

Contract execution publicly verifiable

3

7

7

Contract execution peer verifiable

3

3

7

Consensus procedure publicly verifiable

3

3

3

3.2 Desirable Property
Ideally, moving smart contract executions into
TEEs brings additional privacy and maintains original
benefits of blockchain. Therefore, we identify desirable
properties in two main categories: privacy-preserving
property and blockchain intrinsic feature.
Privacy-Preserving Property. The property of confidentiality is the most distinguished feature in TCSC.
A1. Specification hidden. The source code of a smart
contract is hidden during the deployment and the
subsequent synchronization and execution.
A2. Input privacy. The inputs fed into a confidential
smart contract are hidden from the public.
A3. Output privacy. The outputs returned from a confidential smart contract should be kept private.
A4. Procedure privacy. The execution procedure is hidden from unauthorized parties. An adversary cannot learn the operation knowledge inside a TEE.
A5. Address unlinkability. The address pseudonymity
does not entail strong privacy guarantees [48, 49].
This property prevents an adversary to learn the
address linkability by observing users’ activities.
A6. Address anonymity. The contract caller’s identity (a
user who invokes a smart contract) is hidden from
an anonymity set [24] (see Appendix B).
Blockchain Intrinsic Feature. TEE-assisted smart
contracts inherit features given by original blockchain
systems. We summarize these features as follows.
A7. Code immutability. Once a contract is successfully
deployed, its source code cannot be altered.
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A8. (Confidential) state consistency. Executions happening at a certain blockchain height will output
the same result across different nodes.
A9. Contract interoperability. A smart contract can call
another contract and be called by others.
A10. High availability. A smart contract is continuously
accessible without the single point of failure.
A11. Decentralized execution. A smart contract runs
over the decentralized network.
A12. Automatic execution. A smart contract can be automatically executed once conditions are satisfied.
A13. Gas mechanism. Operations running on the smart
contract will be charged with gas fees [2].
A14. Explicit invocation. Each invocation will be formatted as a transaction and stored on blockchain.
A15. Public verifiability. The procedure of contract execution and result are publicly verifiable.
A16. Consensus verifiability. The consensus procedure
on the (confidential) state is publicly verifiable.

3.3 System Evaluation
Essentially, all TCSC systems share the same principle: a TEE will handle the data from users. After
that, encrypted data flows from the TEE to blockchain.
The TEE plays a crucial role. Thus, this part defines a
framework for evaluating underlying blockchain systems
from four aspects: TEE host, TEE security, TEE program, and TEE key management. This framework aims
to identify potential design flaws and pitfalls based on
the threat model and data workflow.
Threat Model. Our threat model mainly captures
three types of attackers, as follows.
T1. User adversary (active/passive). An attacker may
control network between users and TEE host nodes.
T2. TEE adversary (active/passive). An adversary may
control TEE hosts or control the network between
TEE and blockchain platforms.
T3. Blockchain adversary (active/passive). An adversary may drop, modify and delay the blockchain
messages. But the majority (or two-thirds) of the
blockchain nodes are assumed to be honest.
Note that adversaries are not necessarily exclusive. In
some cases, adversaries in different types may collude.
Security Considerations. This section defines four
metrics regarding system security according to the data
workflow: approaches to enhance the security of a TEE
host, countermeasures to mitigate intrinsic TEE issues,
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measures to prevent program flaws or bugs inside TEEs,
and solutions to clear up TEE key security dilemma.
TEE host security. A TEE and its interaction with
the external environment (e.g., with users or the
blockchain) are operated and controlled by a host (e.g.,
L1 blockchain node). A malicious host may abort the
executions of a TEE, delay and change inputs, or drop
any ingoing or outgoing messages. The following metrics
discuss approaches to improve the TEE host’s security.
P1. Host punishment mechanism. Penalty mechanisms
to reduce the risk of doing evil by a TEE host.
P2. Host incentive mechanism. Incentive mechanisms to
promote a TEE host to behave honestly.
P3. Host fault tolerance. Solutions to make systems continually operate despite malfunctions or failures.
P4. Host authentication. Methods to check the identity
and the capability of a TEE host.
TEE security. A TEE has some inevitable weaknesses.
For example, a TEE is vulnerable to side-channel attacks [50, 51]. These innate weaknesses directly pose
severe challenges to the design and implementation of
TEE-assisted contract systems. This part defines the
defence approaches against these threats.
P5. TEE attestation security. Methods to prevent TEE
attestation service from being abnormally broken.
P6. TEE memory limitation. Methods to optimize the
memory size to prevent confidential data overflow.
P7. TEE physical attacks. Approaches to prevent physical attacks, such as the Spectre vulnerability or the
Meltdown vulnerability [52].
P8. TEE trusted timer. Approaches to provide a trusted
timer when running a TEE.
TEE program security. Even if a TEE is secure as assumed, a program bug may destroy the contract’s confidentiality in the real world. This part focuses on the
measurements to prevent TEE programs from flaws.
P9. Workload measurement. The workload measurement approach to prevent an infinite loop attack.
P10. Flaws detection. Formal techniques used for the
modelling and verification of the source code of
smart contracts to reduce the vulnerabilities.
P11. User query restriction. The restriction on users’
queries, aiming to avoid data leakage resulting from
differential-privacy analysis [53].
P12. Blockchain data confirmation. Methods for a TEE
to check whether input data from blockchain has
been confirmed to prevent the rollback attack [54].
P13. TEE output conflicts. Methods to avoid multiple
TEEs to produce a conflict result.
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Fig. 2. Systematization methodology: We delineate current confidential smart contract systems along two principal axes. In
the horizontal axes, we identify two types of TEE-assisted systems according to the ways of combination. In the vertical axes, we
give our analysis framework in three aspects. The property corresponds to the confidential smart contract service, providing the
functionalities to the end-users. The threat model and security consideration focus on their underlying systems that support
upper-layer services. With these two axes as our research methodology, we further present related discussions and open challenges.

The layer-one approach enables blockchain nodes to
run contracts in their isolated areas, as well as conducting the consensus (see Fig. 3). This approach combines
the consensus procedure and state execution, either in
terms of logically or physically. The reason why we call
this method layer-one is that all executions are completed in the same layer of the blockchain network. The
key to such an approach is to equip every blockchain
node with a TEE. Indeed, this requires more integration efforts, but also comes with several advantages.
The smart contract can implement stateful functionalities that receive arguments and update states instantly.
In particular, a smart contract can directly access the
ledger data stored in a local disk, greatly saving time
often wasted in interactive network communications.

de

No

Peers

The system classification shows a general view of
the TCSC systems. The desirable property focuses on
evaluating contract service provided by a TEE-assisted
blockchain system. The threat model describes the potential threats and system assumptions. The security
considerations show the evaluating indicator for current TEE-assisted systems. In the following section 4.2
and 5.2, we attempt to answer the following questions:
(i) What are the potential pitfalls in each security aspect; (ii) Do these pitfalls have significant security impacts; (iii) Do the designers/developers consider these
pitfalls and accordingly come up with feasible remedies
in their systems; (iv) What are the remedies and do
they address above problems. Note that hundreds of
TCSC systems have been proposed in both industry and
academia. An exhaustive analysis is undesirable and infeasible. We only selected the projects that provide publicly accessible technical reports or academic papers.

4 Layer-One Solution

Consensus Procedure

Consensus
Services

Trusted Execution

TEE (Contract)
User

TEE key security. Various keys (cf. Appendix A) are involved in the contract execution, including TEE internal
keys such as the attestation key and TEE service keys
for state encryption/decryption. Since service keys directly affect the protection of contract states, the key
security evaluation in this SoK focuses on the generation, exchange, and storage of the TEE service key.
P14. Distributed key protocol. The keys of confidential
contracts are managed by a distributed protocol.
P15. Key rotation protocol. The TEE replaces an old
key with a fresh key for future contract encryption.
P16. Independent contract key. Each contract is associated with a unique key, independent from the TEE.
P17. Independent TEE key. Each TEE has a unique key,
and different contracts share the same key.

Data

Code
Persistant Storage

Storage

Fig. 3. Layer-one execution model

System model. In a layer-one execution model, the operation of ledger update (consensus) and state transition
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(contract execution) are coupled. Like Ethereum [2],
smart contracts run inside blockchain nodes. Assume
that a user plans to use the private contract; she only
needs to upload data to the blockchain service and wait
for results. The remaining procedures are completed by
TEE-assisted distributed nodes. A TEE in these nodes
acts as a black box for data processing and output targeted results without the data leakage. This approach
greatly improves convenience for users due to its easy access and management. As illustrated in Fig.3, a generic
data flow goes as follows: A contract creator deploys the
code into blockchain. Then, a user sends the transaction
with an encrypted argument to an arbitrary blockchain
node. Her request is confidentially executed inside TEEs
in this node and output encrypted state. Then, the consensus algorithm in this node broadcasts the encrypted
results to peers. After the encrypted results are confirmed by other blockchain nodes, users fetch on-chain
results and decrypt them for the plaintext.

4.1 Property Evaluation
Privacy-Preserving Property. This property indicates that contract states and the procedure of contract
executions are hidden from the public. To achieve privacy, layer-one systems execute these confidential contracts inside TEEs in every distributed node. CCF [55],
Fabric [56] and CONFIDE [37] follow this straightforward design where confidential contracts are loaded to
the TEE of each consensus node, which encrypts both
the inputs and outputs of contract states, together with
their operating logic and predefined rules. Enigma1 [57]
introduces the secret network and allows users to submit
their transactions together with encrypted data to miners. We also notice that current layer-one solutions only
focus on internal procedures rather than the linkability and anonymity of addresses and transactions. This
indicates that confidential smart contracts only protect
the contents that have been loaded into TEEs, while the
data that relates to external users is out of scope.
Blockchain Intrinsic Feature. The layer-one systems
inherit most of the features empowered by blockchain.
More precisely, the properties of code immutability, high
availability, explicit invocation, decentralized execution,

1 Enigma’s secret network is made of a list of secret nodes
equipped with TEE, which is a layer-one solution in the context of our definition. We also note that such a secret network
can be used as a layer-two solution for Ethereum.
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automatic execution and consensus verifiability remain
the same because basic contract executions still rely
on their underlying blockchain systems. Also, the property of (confidential) state consistency in Enigma [57],
CCF [55] and Fabric [56] remains unchanged. The states
and executions from these systems follow the procedures
of online consensus processes. Then, the returned results
from inside TEEs still require to be confirmed on-chain.
This makes their actions effectively perform the same
functions as a normal smart contract, except for that
the contents of states are transmitted from plaintext to
ciphertext. In contrast, the property of contract interoperability is lost since the contracts are executed in isolated TEEs. This isolation requires additional communications such as dispatching keys through the remote
attestation service, bringing much complexity.

4.2 System Evaluation
The layer-one solution encapsulates TEE computations into blockchain nodes. Every node in the network
has to take responsibility for conducting confidential executions and performing the consensus. The design to
coordinate TEEs and consensus within the same physical space brings many distinguished features. We start
the analysis from their threat model and then dive into
each component of these systems.
Threat Model. Users in the layer-one approach are assumed to be unreliable. They may have mistakes unconsciously, like dropping messages or mis-sending transactions. Even worse, a malicious user can arbitrarily behave like faking messages, identities, or compromising
other nodes. As for TEE hosts, an external attacker can
monitor, eavesdrop or even compromise part of involved
TEE hosts among these distributed nodes, but cannot
block all traffic transmitted in communication channels.
Subsequently, a TEE is supposed to work in a good condition: The attestation service is trusted, and the cryptographic primitives used inside TEEs are secure. Meanwhile, as for the blockchain network, the basic systems
(ledgers) are assumed to be robust [58–60]. When running the consensus, the majority (might be two-third,
depends on specific consensus algorithms) of nodes are
assumed to be honest [61]. Also, forging smart contract
codes or states will happen in honest blockchain nodes
with a negligible possibility. Based on that, we analyse
securities from four aspects.
TEE host security. Firstly, we focus on the security of
TEE hosts, or equally, individual nodes that run TEEs.
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Unlike classical blockchain systems, there are no explicit
incentive or punishment mechanisms in this solution.
This is easy to understand: A node with malicious behaviors will be instantly moved out of the committee
and replaced by a new honest participant. Meanwhile,
due to the fact that CCF [55] and Enigma [57] rely on
Tendermint (a BFT variant) consensus algorithm, they
can tolerate at most one-third of TEE Byzantine nodes.
But the sacrifice is the increased difficulty in synchronization, especially when every node has to establish a
secure channel for communications of distributed TEEs.
In layer-one systems, host authentication is necessary.
The node who wants to join the committee has to obtain permission from communities by proving her TEE
capability. For instance, CONFIDE [37] builds a mutual authenticated protocol (MAP) (supported by SGX
remote attestation techniques [62]) among blockchain
nodes. Any nodes joining in the network have to pass
the authentication via MAP.
TEE security. Then, we analyse TEE-level securities.
Attestation service is an essential part of TEE techniques. Systems in the layer-one solution still require
such services for network connection and verification.
Enigma [57], Fabric [56] and CCF [55] follow the original attestation mechanism with an implicit rule: The
Intel Attestation Service (IAS) should be reliable. However, this cannot be guaranteed in the case of IAS being
comprised. In contrast, CONFIDE [37] utilizes a customized Decentralized Attestation Service to provide
the robust authentication. As for memory limitations,
layer-one systems load contract executions and consensus algorithms into one TEE-embedded node, causing
an increase in disk and memory usage of individual
nodes. Once the usage of TEE memory runs over the
predefined settings, a decrease in the performance is inevitable [34]. This may further cause an unpredictably
severe result like system crash-down. Fortunately, Fabric [56] mitigates such issues by separating the operations into two types (execution and ordering) and
delays the transaction-ordering procedures after stateexecution. Among them, only the state-execution parts
are processed inside TEEs. This decreases computation
complexity and limits the memory usage to a suitable
range. Physical attacks like the Spectre and Meltdown
vulnerabilities [52] are intrinsic design pitfalls that may
occur inside the TEE kernel. To our knowledge, no layerone solutions mention them or provide the remedies.
TEE program security. Next, we focus on the programlevel security. Issues like overburdening may frequently
happen, especially when a malicious developer deploys
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a contract with infinite loop logic. Unlike using the gas
mechanism in Ethereum [2], systems in the layer-one
model constrain their running programs by the timeout mechanism. It sets a threshold, namely, a suitable
range of time that allows processing contract operations.
When exceeding the time-bound, the system will abort
under-processing states and restart a new round. As for
the flaw detection, no formal techniques or verification
tools, based on our observation, have been applied to
layer-one systems. This gap needs further exploration.
Similar to the previous discussion, the properties of data
verification (covering both user data authenticity and
blockchain data confirmation) and output conflicts are
guaranteed by their underlying consensus algorithms.
Each time performing the consensus, these properties
are automatically checked. For instance, Enigma [57] relies on trusted validators, who equip with TEEs to conduct the verification procedure. Such validators maintain both the privacy of executions inside TEEs and the
consistency of states that connects to peers. Once conflicts occur, validators will quickly make decisions on a
block and remove another conflicting block. Fabric [56]
performs such a process inside TEEs among committee
nodes and then submits the passed results to its abstract
ordering service. This service prevents forks caused by
conflicting states, as well as proving a fact that: All executed messages are valid and integral once reaching the
consensus agreement. It should be noted that, successful
consensus procedures can merely guarantee the integrity
of transactions and states, rather than linkability and
authenticity that relates to physical entities.
TEE key management. Lastly, we move to the aspect
of TEE key management. In layer-one systems, the key
management service takes over the task of creating and
managing keys for activities like attestation, verification, encryption, etc. To achieve the key management
service among distributed nodes, several types of designs have been proposed. CCF [55] relies on the public
key infrastructure (PKI) for certificate issuance, management, and revocation. It creates key pairs and dispatches them to every participated TEE, where each
TEE holder is authenticated by the certificate. Similarly, Fabric [56] adopts an admin peer to provision
the specific decryption key to chaincode enclave during
bootstrapping. Enigma [57] setups an independent key
management component to reply to the requests for encryption. Such designs help to simplify complex management procedures, as well as providing distinguishable keys for each TEE. However, these independent key
management services lead to centralization even they
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are maintained by a group of nodes in the committee. CONFIDE [37] mitigates this issue by proposing
a decentralized key management protocol. Two types of
keys are involved in this protocol: the asymmetric private key used to decrypt confidential transactions from
clients and the symmetric states root key used for state
encryption/decryption between the confidential engine
and storage service.
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5 Layer-Two Solution
The layer-two solution is a straightforward approach
that combines the TEE and blockchain to provide smart
contracts with confidentiality while keeping scalability.
In such systems, the operations of smart contracts are
decoupled from their underlying blockchain systems.
The smart contracts are executed in an independent
layer outside blockchain systems.

4.3 Pros and Cons
t
os

ha

c
ck

EH

TE

The layer-one solution provides a highly integrated
approach towards confidential smart contracts.

The layer-one solution provides a consistent interface for users without changing the customer’s habits
transformed from non-TEE blockchain systems. A user
can use the layer-one system by directly interacting with
the blockchain interface, without considering cumbersome and complicated operations between the TEE and
blockchain. However, the layer-one solution still confronts several common disadvantages.
Minimizing the size of Trusted Computing Base
(TCB) contributes to the TEE security [63]. In particular, a small TCB has fewer errors and can reduce attack
surfaces. However, complicated interactive operations
for contract execution and consensus agreement in the
L1 solution greatly increase the size of TCB. Meanwhile,
TEE products have limited secure memory. For example, in the current implementation of Intel SGX [35],
the enclave page caches are constrained to 128 MB, and
only 93 MB of those is available for applications, which
limits the concurrent execution.
Furthermore, the layer-one solution lacks compatibility, which means being incompatible with existing
blockchain systems. The solution integrates consensus
procedure and contract execution into one blockchain
node, requiring each node to equip a TEE. Nevertheless, this requirement is difficult to be fulfilled in a public blockchain while already in use (e.g., Ethereum [2]).

Consensus Procedure

TEE (Contract)
Consensus
Services

Code
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Data

This method (L1 ) retains most blockchain features such as high availability, rollback attack
resistance, decentralized execution, since the
contract workflow, data structure, and usage
model are consistent with existing systems.

in

Blo

Trusted Execution

Operating
System

Persistant Storage

Storage

Fig. 4. Layer-two execution model

System model. In a general layer-two solution, the
blockchain is used as a dispute resolution layer. The
smart contract is executed outside the blockchain, making TEEs act as an agent between users and blockchain
systems. Suppose that a user aims to use a private contract. She first needs to compile the original contract
code, push binary codes to a TEE, and then upload
execution results to the public ledger. As illustrated in
Fig.4, we extract a generic data flow as follows. A user
sends the encrypted input data to a TEE-powered node.
Then, the TEE decrypts the input data and executes
the contract. After that, the encrypted execution results are sent to the blockchain platform for verification
and storage. Finally, the user fetches and decrypts the
blockchain-confirmed results.

5.1 Property Evaluation
Privacy-Preserving Property. The confidential execution is an essential property. In layer-two systems,
such as [64–66], the contract computations run inside
Intel SGX enclaves, while TZ4Fabric [67] moves contract executions into ARM Trusted Zone. Since the
contract state-transition process happens inside TEEs,
any intermediate states remain invisible to the outside.
Meanwhile, to achieve the full life-cycle security for a
smart contract, the input sent to a TEE and the output returned from this TEE are also required to be en-
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crypted. For example, in ShadowEth [65], PDOs [64],
Phala [66] and Hybridchain [41], the contract invocation arguments are encrypted with the TEE public key.
They can only be decrypted within the enclave. Also,
before transferring execution results to the blockchain
(or users), the intermediate (or final) states in an enclave
are encrypted. Some variants also enhance the privacypreserving properties from other aspects. In Phala [66],
only authorized queries to the contract will be answered.
The smart contract source codes in ShadowEth [65]
are hidden during the procedures of deployment and
synchronization. This further reduces the possibility of
data leakage in subsequent contract executions. Considering a fixed address may expose the user who has
invoked the contract, PDOs [64] also allows the user to
use pseudonym addresses for submitting a transaction
(including TEE outputs) to the blockchain.
Blockchain Intrinsic Feature. ShadowEth [65] and
Taxa [68] introduce an external distributed service to
manage the contracts, achieving the properties of code
immutability, high availability and decentralized execution. Meanwhile, layer-two systems satisfy state consistency for reasons that the encrypted states of contracts
in different blockchain nodes will eventually get consistent when reaching a successful agreement. Intuitively,
the contracts deployed in layer-two systems should retain the features given by original blockchains. However,
some fundamental properties are lost when using layertwo solutions. For example, most layer-two systems lose
contract interoperability since each contract is executed
in different machines. Among all the evaluated systems,
only Phala [66] identifies this issue and proposes a command query responsibility segregation architecture to
ensure certain interoperability. Also, public verifiability is a crucial property for the blockchain since it allows each contract invocation, and contract execution to
be publicly verifiable. Unfortunately, contracts are executed in TEEs so that the outputs are encrypted. To
check whether the TEE has executed contracts following
loaded contract specifications is a non-trivial task.

5.2 System Evaluation
Threat Model. An attacker may control the network
between users and TEE hosts. Meanwhile, TEEs are
assumed to produce the correct results, and the smart
contract inside TEEs will not deviate from its specification. The main difference compared with layer-one is
that the adversary can observe the network activities
between the TEE interface and blockchain nodes.
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TEE host security. Several layer-two solutions adopt incentive or punishment mechanisms to encourage TEE
hosts to provide a stable and secure environment for
executing confidential contracts. For example, Fastkitten [71] and Erdstall [75, 76] propose penalty transactions, in which a host will be punished if its malicious
behavior has been identified. In particular, if the TEE
execution is aborted, the host will be charged according to previous deposits. In Taxa [68], every node can
identify any faulty nodes with reliable proofs for executing further economic punishment. On another route,
TEE hosts in Phala [66] will get paid by providing their
computing resources to users. Similarly, the remuneration in ShadowEth [65] will be transferred to TEE hosts
who execute private contracts. These mechanisms can
effectively prevent malicious TEE hosts from an economic aspect. However, they are powerless against external threats. An adversary may directly terminate a
TEE host at any time. Even worse, the TEE provides
users with an open interface that is vulnerable to DoS
[77] or single-point attack. To overcome such issues and
achieve fault tolerance, different methods are proposed.
Fastkitten provides low-level fault tolerance by periodically saving an encrypted snapshot of current states in
enclaves. If the enclave fails, the TEE host can instantiate a new enclave and restart the computation starting
from the encrypted snapshot. Similarly, Taxa [68] stores
a session file for maintaining and recovering user’s requests. However, a malicious attacker may directly terminate the TEE host, and Fastkitten does not tolerate
such host failures. Another technical route is to maintain a secure network. ShadowEth maintains a group of
TEE nodes to ensure consistency via a Paxos-like [78]
algorithm. Taxa adopts TEE-enabled computing nodes
powered by a PBFT-derived PoS [79] algorithm. Any
node in the network has the same responsibility to privately execute smart contracts and transfer execution
results to the blockchain. However, this brings additional authentication issues. A TEE host must be carefully authenticated to ensure her TEE capability when
joining an external network.
Meanwhile, the systems PDOs [64], Phala [66], Ekiden [70] and COMMITEE [73] introduce an expendable and interchangeable solution. TEEs are stateless:
any particular TEE can be easily replaced once it has
clashed or finished its task. Unfortunately, these solutions are along with new challenges. Firstly, even if
TEEs are changeable, detecting a compromised TEE
is still difficult. For instance, PDOs can re-execute a
method multiple times for the verification. Given the
same input parameters to different TEEs, TEEs are be-
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Table 3. Desired properties for current TEE-assisted confidential smart contracts
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lieved to work securely only if their outcomes match.
Then, the outputs of enclaves are allowed to commit
to the blockchain. COMMITEE adopts master/backup
TEE host mechanism. If the master TEE host is proved
to be malicious, a backup TEE host will continue to
work without communications to the master TEE host.
Nevertheless, this model increases the attack interface
and makes the whole system vulnerable. Secondly, TEE
hosts are stateless. That means, to ensure an exceptional execution is recoverable, any persistent state must
be stored in the blockchain or a trusted third party
(TTP). However, for a non-deterministic blockchain system such as Ethereum 2.0 [2], verifying whether an item
has been stored on a blockchain is a non-trivial task.
Also, storing data in TTPs may lead to single-point failures, which goes against the blockchain’s real intention.
TEE security. A contract runs inside TEE, and heavily depends on remote attestation service. The SGXsupported blockchain systems including PDOs [64],

Fastkitten [71], ShadowEth [65], Phala [66] and Ekiden [70] assume that Intel Attestation Service (IAS)
is trusted. IAS can correctly and completely report
whether a certain output with cryptographic material
(quote [80]) is produced by SGX-enabled hardware.
However, IAS might be compromised, posing a risk to
these architectures. A compromised or hijacked remote
attestation service may maliciously report an attestation with the wrong cryptographic material that does
not belong to its corresponding TEE hardware, breaking
the promised security. Meanwhile, a centralized service
might be crashed, causing the leakage of private states.
Unfortunately, none of layer-two schemes consider these
risks in their designs or implementations.
As discussed, current TEE implementations have
memory limitations for confidential executions. If the
memory usage exceeds the threshold, it may confront
significant performance and security issues [81]. Hybridchain [41] optimizes the storage by maintaining transaction records outside Intel SGX. Meanwhile, TZ4Fabric
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[67] minimizes TCB by avoiding all the executions inside TEEs. However, these approaches increase the implementation complexity. A well-known fact is that a
TEE is vulnerable to physical vulnerabilities [52]. Unfortunately, very few layer-two solutions provide remedial measures to reduce the risk of being attacked.
TEE program security. A poorly-written contract might
deviate from designated functionalities and further leak
the secret information. This part discusses potential pitfalls and remedies when deploying contracts.
In original smart contract systems, gas mechanism
is a powerful tool to prevent infinite loop attacks [2].
Since the layer-two systems execute smart contract outside the blockchain, a similar mechanism must be considered. Fastkitten [71] and Hybridchain [41] protect
against such attacks by using the timeout mechanism.
Limitations are firstly defined on the maximum amount
of execution steps that allow to perform inside a TEE
per round. Then, TEE monitors smart contract operations. If the number of execution steps exceeds a predefined threshold, the enclave will terminate executions.
ShadowEth [65] combines a timeout mechanism with
a remuneration mechanism. Similar to the gas mechanism in Ethereum [2], TEE hosts can still gain remuneration even if a contract exits after timeout since they
provide sufficient computing power. These mechanisms
effectively protect against endless loops and denial-ofservice (DoS) launched by external attackers.
As discussed, a TEE itself lacks self-awareness of
input data, since it cannot distinguish which state is
fresh. A lack of input data authentication makes the
system vulnerable to the rollback attack [54, 82]. A
malicious user may attempt to invoke the confidential
contract many times to seek the leaked secret information. Authentication of the user’s identity is helpful to
prevent this attack. However, none layer-two solution
provides these remedies for these potential pitfalls. On
the other hand, the TEE input may come from a nondeterministic blockchain system [83, 84], in which deciding whether an input has been confirmed is tricky.
Fastkitten [71] and COMMITEE [73] mitigate this issue by using a checkpoint mechanism. As for TEE output conflicts, Ekiden [70] uses a probabilistic proof-ofpublication protocol to avoid the ambiguous input.
After the invocation of a private contract, the outputs returned from TEEs are uploaded on-chain for the
final confirmation. But a malicious TEE host may send
an exceptional result to the blockchain. Even worse, two
hosts may publish different updates towards the same
contract simultaneously. To prevent such malicious pub-
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lications and to evade conflicts, PDOs [64] depends on
Coordination and Commit Log (CCL) to manage the
synchronization in the execution of interacting contracts
and enables a contract owner to decide on selecting the
enclave for contract executions, which effectively avoid
conflicts. Phala [66] adopts an event sourcing command
query responsibility segregation architecture to scale up
and avoid conflicts, in which the write operations are
recorded as events and read operations can be served by
the current view of states. Again, these solutions contradict the property of decentralization. Ekiden [70] and
ShadowEth [65] rely on the blockchain to resolve conflicts resulting from concurrency. In particular, ShadowEth [65] requires a worker to specify the version
number with a timestamp when pushing data to the
blockchain. Even miners accept different responses at
first, they will eventually reach an agreement by comparing version number and the timestamp, with the help
of consensus. Yet, such an approach is inefficient, especially in non-deterministic blockchains.
TEEs key management. PDOs [64] uses a key provisioning service to distribute private keys. The drawback
is obvious: A compromised provisioning service could
make the entire system fail. To increase the robustness
of a private key, Ekiden [70] designs a distributed key
generation (DKG) [85] protocol using the secret sharing
scheme [86]. Even if one key manager is compromised,
an adversary cannot obtain the entire key. However, this
solution does not completely solve the key leakage issue.
The final keys are assembled and replicated among all
end-TEEs. If an adversary compromises an end-TEE,
exposing all the contract state becomes a trivial task.
The key rotation technology, adopted by Ekiden [70],
Fastkitten [71], Phala [66] partially solves the above issue by providing a short-term key in every epoch. An adversary cannot corrupt a future or previous committed
state, which minimizes the possibility of key exposure
to attackers and further helps the layer-two system to
achieve forward secrecy. Also, layer-two projects such as
COMMITEE [73] mitigate these key issues by providing
each TEE per secret key. Even if a certain TEE’s private
key were stolen, this only would affect the smart contract running on that compromised TEE. Furthermore,
Phala Network [66], equips each contract with an asymmetric key called the contract key, which also enhances
key security to a certain degree.
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Table 4. Evaluation for current TEE-assisted confidential smart contract systems
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5.3 Pros and Cons
The layer-two solution decreases computational
burden and avoids latency by decoupling the smart contract executions from consensus mechanisms. The solution merely puts the execution results on-chain rather
than all processing states.

In addition to bringing the privacy properties,
the layer-two solution enables complex contract executions without slowing down the consensus process, reducing contract costs and improving performance and scalability.

Meanwhile, the layer-two solution does not require
a dedicated public ledger, meaning that such a solution

can smoothly integrate with existing public blockchain
platforms. Unfortunately, this method also brings security and functionality challenges when delegating the
task of contract management to an external TEE layer.
Firstly, the layer-two solution complexifies contract
data management. The contracts that are deployed outside the blockchain require an external execution/storage party. A malicious storage maintainer may reject to
provide the service, while a malicious host may abort
TEE executions, terminate enclaves or delay/drop messages. Even an honest host might accidentally lose states
in a power cycle. To solve the centralization issue and
tolerate host failures, many countermeasures such as the
TEE network, stateless TEEs and punishment mechanisms, are proposed. However, these solutions are not effortless, inevitably making the system complicated and
hard to implement in practice.
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Secondly, the layer-two solution increases the attack
surface and thus becomes vulnerable to rollback attacks.
There is a high probability that an adversary node can
revert transactions where temporary forks, representing
inconsistent blockchain views, are allowed in blockchain
systems with probabilistic consensus (e.g., PoW). Since
TEEs provide no guarantee on verification of input data;
they cannot distinguish whether an input state is fresh
or not. An attacker may offer stale states to resume a
TEE’s execution. This enables rollback attacks against
randomized TEEs programs. Even worse, plugging up
these loopholes needs much effort.

6 Discussion
This section compares layer-one and layer-two solutions, and discusses the hardware’s options and impacts.

6.1 L1 and L2 Comparison
Which solution is more secure? Even if we have
built clear security metrics based on threat models and
give concise security analyses in the context of layered
architectures, it is still inadequate for answering this
question: Which solution is more secure, layer-one solution or layer-two solution? This is because system security is a multidimensional topic, and measuring all
security aspects is impractical. The security flaws may
happen in any phase in a system [87]. Despite some
projects performing well in our evaluation, we cannot
roughly say that they are more secure. As hybrid technologies, both layer-one and layer-two systems have unsatisfactory security vulnerabilities in existing systems,
and they must be carefully treated when applying them
to real applications. Frankly speaking, there is a long
road to achieving such a practically secure and confidential system. Our aim is not to argue which solution
is more secure. Instead, we focus on helping developers
and communities to establish a security measurement
and avoid potential pitfalls in designing TCSC.
Which solution is more efficient? The layer-one solutions require the contract to be confidentially executed
in a distributed TEE network, which is time-consuming
and hard to scale out. In contrast, layer-two systems
only upload final calculated results from offline TEEs to
online blockchains. Local TEE hosts can execute complicated computations with high scalability and short
execution time. Assuming that the on-chain processing
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time remains stable, the overall performance gets improved by enabling parallel off-chain executions. Thus,
from the view of performance and scalability, the layertwo solution is our recommendation.
Which solution is more adoptable? From the aforementioned discussion, we can observe that the layer-one
and layer-two solutions fit different scenarios. The layerone solution is more adoptable in consortium blockchain
systems, while the layer-two solution well fits the existing public blockchain systems. Layer-one systems require each blockchain node to equip a TEE, which is
difficult to be fulfilled in a public blockchain while already in use. In a consortium blockchain, the nodes are
controllable and manageable, and the committee can
require each node to equip a TEE when joining the
network. On the flip side, the layer-two solution does
not change the original blockchain trust assumption.
Instead, it creates an independent layer for executing
the smart contract, and thus allows developers to seamlessly integrate the TEE into existing public blockchains
without significant modifications.

6.2 Hardware-Anchored TEE Options
Securing smart contracts with TEEs is challenging
because we have to assume a strong attacker model, in
which the attacker has physical possession of the hardware running the smart contract and can interfere with
it in powerful ways. This part discusses the security impact of choosing different TEE architectures. In particular, we select Intel SGX [88], Arm TrustZone [89] and
dedicated chip [90] as examples.
Intel SGX is a system allowing one to set up protected enclaves running on an Intel processor. Such enclaves are protected from malware running outside the
enclave, including in the operating system. Enclaves can
attest their software and computations using a signing
key ultimately certified by Intel. Intel SGX has been
marketed for desktop machines and servers alike; Microsoft Azure [91] is a commercial cloud offering that
allows cloud customers to set up SGX enclaves in the
cloud. Many attacks on SGX have been published in the
eight years since its release. They may be categorised as
side-channel attacks (such as [92]), fault attacks (e.g.,
[93, 94]) and software attacks ([95]). While some of these
attacks can be solved by improvements of SGX, it is unclear that it will ever be possible to have a completely
secure version, because the attack surface is large, in the
case of smart contracts, one has to assume that attackers have physical possession of the hardware.
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ARM TrustZone [89] is a technology widely used
in mobile phones to protect secrets, such as the secrets
used in banking apps. Its ubiquity makes it an attractive
option. However, ARM TrustZone has been attacked
even more than Intel SGX, and doesn’t offer a suitable attestation framework. Future hardware-anchored
security products from ARM may address this problem.
Dedicated chips such as the Open Titan [90] family
of chips offer a better solution. Open Titan is an opensource design inspired by Google Titan, a chip used on
Google servers and in Google mobile phones. The fact
that the smart contract runs on a dedicated chip not
shared with attacker code means that the attack surface
is much smaller. Attestation frameworks exist for such
chips, and the attestation keys can be rooted in a manufacturer’s certificate. The kind of attacks mentioned
for SGX become much harder to mount. Nevertheless, even dedicated chips may succumb to a dedicated
and resourceful attacker. Researchers have succeeded
in mounting attacks based on power side-channels and
electromagnetic (EM) radiation side channels. Defences
against such attacks include masking, which consists of
randomly splitting every sensitive intermediate variable
into multiple shares. Even if the adversary is able to
learn a share of the secret via side-channel, it would need
all of them in order to recover the secret. Fault attacks
such as EM and voltage glitching are also possible, but
again, there are known defences [96] at both a software
and hardware level. Software defences include making secret-dependent computations twice (in general n
times) and then comparing results before producing any
output. Countermeasures in hardware involve having internal voltage monitoring circuitry, which makes sure
that the input voltage remains within a safe operation
range and resets the device otherwise.

7 Research Challenges
Side Channel Attack. Inevitably, all types of TEEs
suffer from side-channel attacks. An attacker may observe untrusted resources to obtain the control flow and
data access mode from the running hardware to infer
sensitive information. Beyond the normal side-channel
attack, an attacker can keep track of the changes in encrypted states recorded on the blockchain to extract secrets. The attacker carefully compares encrypted states
before and after running a particular confidential transaction. Even if the attacker cannot directly learn about
the plaintext, the changes of the encrypted state may
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lead to a valuable side-channel attack. Come back to
the e-voting example, the changes of state c0b indicates
a specific sender or receiver’s invocation, and ciphertext
length reveals which method is being invoked given different arguments size. Meanwhile, the contract application binary interface (ABI) [2], and the contract path
will be spied by an attacker, causing data leakage.
Key Management Dilemma. The private keys in
TEE-assisted systems are extremely crucial but hard to
manage. On the one hand, putting the application keys
in a single TEE contributes to the key security. However, it also makes the system raise the risk of a single
point of failure. On the other hand, sharing the private
key among multiple TEEs offers practical availability
but (as a sacrifice) increases key exfiltration risk. Meanwhile, key sharing technologies are too complicated to
adopt and cannot completely solve the key issues. Suppose that an attacker steals the attestation key somehow. She might consequently generate the attestation
materials to deceive the user with a fake fact: The contract has been executed. Even worse, if a root key stored
in the tamper-resistant hardware (e.g., Memory Encryption Engine Key in SGX) is compromised, all key technologies for protecting application keys become useless.
Transparency Issues. Compared with cryptographic
approaches backed by mathematics [22, 23, 27], the confidential smart contracts relied on TEEs are lack of
transparency. On the one hand, contracts are executed
inside TEEs, and the outputs are usually encrypted,
which lacks public verifiability inherited from traditional blockchain systems. The attestation service can
only guarantee that the encrypted outputs indeed come
from a TEE. However, neither users nor the blockchain
nodes can learn whether a TEE is compromised or executes contracts following the predefined specifications.
Even if many TEEs can re-execute the same contract
with the same setup (e.g., the same private key) to check
outputs, this inevitably increases the key exfiltration
risk in the face of a confidentiality breach. On the other
hand, the precise architectures of chips are still unclear
for some TEE products, such as Intel SGX [80]. TEEassisted solutions force the user to put too much trust
in the manufacturers of this hardware. Users even argue that Intel may have reduced the security of SGX to
improve performance to cater for market demand [97].
Additionally, the attestation service used to prove that
a program runs inside TEEs is centralized and nontransparent. A compromised provider has the ability to
insert fake IDs, and further, steal the confidential state
in smart contracts.
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8 Concluding Remarks

[7]
[8]

The technologies on how to combine smart-contract
execution with TEEs are mushrooming nowadays. The
absence of systematic work confuses newcomers. In this
paper, we provide the first SoK on TEE-assisted confidential smart contract systems. TEE technologies empower transparent smart contracts with confidentiality,
greatly extending the scope of upper-layer applications.
We summarize state-of-the-art solutions by proposing a
unified framework covering aspects of design models, desired properties, and security considerations. Our analysis clarifies existing challenges and future directions for
two mainstream architectures (layer-one and layer-two
solutions). We believe that our evaluation and analysis will offer a good guide for communities, and greatly
promote the prosperity of TCSC applications.
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Appendix A. Key Management
A variety of different keys are used in the life cycle of
TCSC. For simplicity, we use Intel SGX as the instance.
We classify these keys into two types, namely, service
keys (top half) and SGX internal keys (bottom half).
Service keys. The keys sktx and pkm are used to sign
a transaction and encrypt a message resulting from a
TEE. Correspondingly, the keys pktx and skm are used
to verify a signature and decrypt a ciphertext, respectively. Meanwhile, the TEE service key keytee is used
to encrypt the contract state, and the asymmetric TEE
service key sktee is used to encrypt a voter’s input. Since
the key management technologies have significant impacts on these service keys, we emphasize them with
the yellow background.
SGX internal keys. The MEE key is generated at
boot, and is placed in special registers, and destroyed
at system reset. The MEE key is used for memory encryption and decryption, which plays a crucial role in
protecting the confidentiality and integrity of enclaves.
At the same time, different enclaves in the same TEE
platform share one function key, such as the report key
and the attestation key [88].
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Appendix B. Anonymity and
Confidentiality
Anonymity refers to the privacy that relates to real
entities, especially for users’ identities. In a blockchain
system, anonymity indicates that users’ transaction activities will not expose any personal information about
them. Alternatively, an attack cannot obtain the correct links between real users and their corresponding
account/address that sends the transaction [98]. Bitcoin and Ethereum only provide a very early version of
anonymity, using the pseudonym-based address mechanism to protect identities. However, this cannot guarantee anonymity because attackers can effortlessly map
virtual addresses to physical entities through the relationship analysis.
Confidentiality in a blockchain system mainly refers
to the privacy of data and contents recorded on-chain [9,
99]. Classic blockchain systems expose all transactions
(includes amount information, addresses, amount, etc.)
plainly where anyone can read and access. Sensitive information might unconsciously be leaked to malicious
analyzers. For instance, ERC20 tokens in the Ethereum
system do not provide confidentiality, since anyone can
observe every amount’s balance. Adversaries can keep
tracing the accounts that have a huge amount of tokens
and launch attacks such as using the phishing website
or cheating through offline activities.

Appendix C. Background
Blockchain Technology. Blockchain, conceptualized
by Nakamoto [100], was proposed as a distributed and
append-only ledger, in which all committed transactions are stored in a chain of data records (named as
blocks). According to the initial idea of Bitcoin [1],
when the blockchain maintainers reach an agreement
on the newest block, related transactions appearing in
that time will be packaged in this block and further
stored in a distributed network to maintain a continuously growing list. By providing a secure solution to distribute the information and allowing all participants to
audit the shared records, blockchain obtains many key
characteristics such as decentralization, auditability and
non-repudiation, transparency, and non-equivocation.
Smart Contract Proposed by Szabo [1], the smart
contract are widely applied in blockchain systems by
Ethereum [2]. Blockchain-based smart contracts adopt
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Turing-complete scripting languages to achieve complicated functionalities [6] and execute thorough state
transition/replication over consensus algorithms to realize final consistency. By the design, a blockchain-based
smart contract includes multiple functions, methods,
and a few parameters that can run on the blockchain
when specific conditions or events are met and encompass business logic and transactions between two or
more parties. To be specific, the source code of a contract forming as part of a transaction is first sent to the
blockchain. Once the transaction is included in a new
block and confirmed by the majority of the participants,
the contract code becomes immutable and executable.
When an external user invokes the contract, the state
will be updated under the instruction of the preloaded
source code. The neutrality of the execution environment among all blockchain nodes facilitates the same execution result of the program code. Smart contracts thus
enable unfamiliar and distributed participants to fairly
exchange without trusted third parties and present a
uniform approach to improve applications across a wide
range of industries.
Trusted Execution Environments. Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) [29] provides a protected processing area in the main processor that runs on a separation kernel to ensure confidentiality and integrity
of inside data and computations. State-of-the-art implementations include Intel Software Guard Extensions
(SGX) [80], ARM TrustZone [89], Keystone [28], etc.
For a TEE, three main TEE features are highlighted,
including runtime isolation, sealing technologies and attestation technologies. For simplicity, we use Intel SGX
as an example to explain these features in the following
paragraphs. It has to be mentioned that the Intel SGX
design used in our paper can also be implemented on
other trusted hardware platforms such as Keystone [28].
Runtime Isolation. The secure and isolated regions
of memory are called enclaves. Sensitive data and intermediate computations run inside enclaves to provide
protection against outside programs. Besides, all the
runtime enclave memories are stored in Enclave Page
Cache (EPC) [101] and encrypted by Memory Encryption Engine (MEE). These protective mechanisms enforced in SGX protect memories against the access of
any process outside the enclave itself, including the operating system, hypervisors, etc.
Sealing. Sealing [88] is a process of loading enclave internal secret state to persistent storage. Roughly
speaking, using the Sealing, the secrets can be encrypted
and stored in the untrusted memory or disk. Further, it
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Table 5. Key Types in Confidential Smart Contracts: The table shows a voting example achieved by Intel SGX and Ethereum.
Keys
Transaction signing key (sktx , vktx )
A vote’s message key (skm , pkm )
TEE service key keytee

Purpose

Remarks

signing a transaction

generated by a voter

encrypt a message that comes from a voter

generated by a voter

encrypt and decrypt a blockchain state

generated inside an enclave

TEE service key (sktee , pktee )

decrypt a user’s input/encrypt a TEE’s output

generated inside an enclave

Memory Encryption Engine Key

encrypt (decrypt) the data before writing
(reading) it to (from) RAM.

stored inside a CPU; different enclaves in the same TEE platform
share the same MEE key.

generate a MAC tag for the measurement.

generated by EGETKEY instruction; different enclaves in the same
TEE platform share one report key;

produce attestation signatures.

stored in tamper-resistant hardware; different enclaves in the same
TEE platform share one attestation key;

migrate secrets between enclaves.

stored in tamper-resistant hardware; different enclaves in the same
TEE platform may share the sealing key depending on key policies.

Report key
Attestation key
Sealing key

allows such encrypted secrets to be retrieved once the
enclave is torn down (either due to the host’s power or
the application itself). Sealing is achieved by using a private seal key [80], which covers two types of identities:
Enclave Identity and Signing Identity. Enclave Identity
is represented by the value of MRENCLAVE, which is
a cryptographic hash of the enclave measurement. Any
operation inside an enclave that changes measurement
will yield a different key. Thus, it restricts the permission to sealed data; only the corresponding enclave can
access the sealed data. In contrast, Signing Identity
is provided by an authority and represented by MRSIGNER. It provides the same sealing key for different
enclaves, or even different versions of the same enclave.
Therefore, Signing Identity can be used to share sensitive data between multiple enclaves produced by the
same development firm.
Attestation. Attestation mechanism [33] is used to
prove to a validator that an enclave has been correctly
instantiated and when in that condition can then proceed to further establish a secure, authenticated connection for the data transmission. SGX provides two types
of attestation: local attestation and remote attestation.
In the former attestation, SGX facilitates the instructions to help an enclave to attest to another enclave on
the same platform. In the latter one, SGX enables an
enclave to prove a correct loading of code and data to
another enclave that resides in a remote platform.

Appendix D. A TCSC-Based
Voting Protocol
In this part, we provide a detailed description of
TCSC-based voting system that utilizes the Intex SGX.
The protocol mainly consists of two sub-procedures: deployment stage and execution stage.
Deployment Stage. In the deployment stage, all the
operational code and the initial state are coded into a
TCSC. This stage includes two steps.
a. Compile. Firstly, contract binary codes are compiled
into enclave codes. Since an enclave has only a small
quantity of trusted zones for application code and data
(the protected memory is 128MB, and only 96MB is
usable for an enclave in the current version of Intel
SGX [88]), a contract has to determine the boundary
of these zones and identify corresponding zones used
for privacy-critical functionalities. In particular, the evoting contract needs to define: the scope of secret states,
the scope of public states, the approach to access secret
states and the approach to access external states.
Enclave Definition Language (EDL) [80] defines
trusted components, untrusted components, and corresponding interfaces between them, which takes charge
of translation from contract code to enclave code. It
provides two functionalities: Enclave Calls (ECALLs)
and Outside Calls (OCALLs). ECALLs define the functions inside the enclave that are used to expose APIs for
untrusted applications to call in. OCALLs specify untrusted functions outside the enclave where the enclave
code is able to invoke. In our example, the total number
of votes cast for a candidate cannot be revealed until the
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Fig. 5. Key Usage in TEE-assisted Confidential Blockchain System.

voting has ended. Thus, the total number of votes cast
is defined at the access point ECALLs, and is thereby
hidden from the public, and can only be revealed once
the voting procedure has been completed.
b. Load. Afterwards, EDL files will load into an enclave,
which is stored in the Enclave Page Cache (EPC). From
a micro perspective, the first step is to call the ECREATE
instruction for creating an enclave. This will allocate
memory inside the Enclave Page Cache (EPC). Then,
enclave code and data are added to pages in EPC by
calling the EADD instruction. Finally, when the instruction EINIT completes successfully, an enclave’s IN IT
attributes become true, and the above instructions cannot be used any more. After a successful deployment,
the initial state and operational code of this contract
will be replicated among blockchain nodes. This means
the e-voting logic cannot be changed. But, the state of
functionalities can be transferred to parties who have
been granted permission with a message-call [2].
Execution Stage. In the execution stage, voters call
the deployed TCSC to finish the voting. Firstly, an enclave needs to fetch the current contract state from the
blockchain. Then, the CPU executes the plaintext contract in the enclave mode. External attackers cannot
obtain the knowledge of sensitive information since the
Memory Encryption Engine (MEE) key never leaves

TCB. A critical aspect of Intel SGX’s functionality is
that the code inside an enclave can access the particular enclave state by performing additional checks on
memory semantics. Back to our example, confidential
state (the encrypted number of votes cast for a candidate voteresult) will return only when the following
four requirements are fulfilled: (1) The processor runs
in enclave mode; (2) The requested page is part of the
same enclave; (3) The page access is through the correct specific virtual address; (4) The code semantics successfully pass the check. In a word, the CPU is acting as a doorman in the TCSC, providing a hardwarebased access control mechanism. After obtaining results
from TEEs, the consensus algorithm starts to reach
an agreement. To be specific, when a miner receives a
newly mined block, he will re-execute all transactions
inside the block to obtain the newly transferred state.
Once enough blockchain miners receive the block and reexecute transactions, the voting results and the transactions triggering the contract execution will eventually
reach the final agreement. When all the voting procedures have completed, the teller can fetch the final encrypted state and obtain the final voting result. Meanwhile, the transactions can be used as evidence to trace
the voter’s behavior.

